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Receive
timetable information
for checking Faculty
Timetabling
Administrator

NB: for PGCE an academic member of staff co-ordinates
the timetabling process, checking for the number of
sessions needed for each module and populating a Google
doc which is shared with student co-ordinators. Once this is
agreed, the faculty timetabling administrator room it on
CMIS, going back to academics if there is an issue.

Are changes
required for
next year?
Y
Y

Respond?

N

Once this is complete, the timetable is published as a noneditable Google doc to students and staff. This is updated
live if rooms change but does not go into Google calendars.
Y
N

Faculty timetabler

Send
timetabling proposal
and queries arising
from the checklist to
module leaders

Run through
checklist and make
a note of queries to
ask module leaders

E-mail
faculty time tabler
explaining the
change required

Receive
e-mail from central
timetabling explaining
timetabling challenge
and proposing options

Confirm no changes
required with faculty
timetabler

N

E-mail
central timetabling
with counterproposal or further
flexibility

Send e-mail to
central timetabling
team accepting the
proposed change

Accept
proposal?

Send
reminder e-mail to
prompt module leader
to confirm their
requirements

NB: This might be a
slot change, as these
need to be negotiated.

Can faculty
timetabler
make change
on CMIS?
Receive change
request from module
leader

Receive
confirmation from
module leader that
no changes are
needed

Y

Confirm module
requirements on CMIS

Receive
confirmation of
rooming completion
from the central
faculty team

N

Is an
additional set
or slot
required?
Receive
Timetabling proposal
from central
Timetabling Team

Y

E-mail
the Central
Timetabling Team to
request a major
change

Are there any
issues
identified?
Y

Receive
notification of
timetable / room
modification per
request

E-mail the
central timetabling
team requesting a
timetable or room
amendment

N

Receive
e-mail from
Central Timetabling
Team confirming a
timetable / room
change

N

NB: In this case, the
change will be a new run,
instance or the opening
or closing of a module.

E-mail
Student Central to
request an additional
run or instance be
input into eCSIS

Inform affected
Module Leaders and
students (by any
convenient means)

Clash
identified?
Receive
module change
request from faculty
timetabler

Y

Check for clashes with
the Q&E tool

Send e-mail
to module leader(s),
explaining the situation
and identifying possible
solutions

Assess how module
leader proposal
could work within
CMIS restrictions

Receive counterproposal from
Module Leader

Receive
acceptance of
timetabling proposal
from module leader
NB: the link is a
numeric code which
causes an event to
be linked between
the eCSIS and CMIS
systems

Timetabling team

Set-up new set/slot on
CMIS

December

Request
OBIS get module
details transferred
from eCSIS into
CMIS dataset

Receive
confirmation that the
module details have
been rolled over

Extract timetables from
CMIS into an Excel
document for each
Faculty

Send
timetable roll
over information to
faculty timetabling
administrator with a
bookings checklist

Is it an
instance
change i.e.
semester 1 to
semester 2 (or
vice versa)

N

Receive
confirmation that
Student Central
have made the
module change

Receive
request from
Faculty timetabling
Administrator to add
an additional run or
set for a module

CMIS users

All modules
confirmed by
the faculty on
CMIS?
Timetable the module/
set in CMIS, inputting
the link code

NB: also enter the
link code into eCSIS
E-mail
student central
requesting that the
module semester be
changed on eCSIS

Receive
a request from
central timetabling
requesting a
semester change

Roll forward modules
and slots in eCSIS

Process the slot
change on eCSIS

Generate a link code
from business
objects

N

Y

Manual data
checking to ensure
modules are set-up
correctly

Mid July

E-mail CMIS
users, warning them
that access will be
suspended for autorooming

Manually set-up the
additional run or set
on eCSIS

Receive
confirmation from
student central that
the set has been
changed on eCSIS

Manually change the
semester on eCSIS

Kick people off CMIS
(force logoff)

Extract CMIS data

Extract timetable to
TT CMIS

Manual file
preparation in
advance of
autorooming

I.e. getting rid of
dedicated spaces
and manually
scheduling special
cases and one-offs
i.e. music rooms

This may include 0
students in the set,
no campus or
semester selected

Receive request to
change a room or
timetable

This may include
equipment issues for
disabilities

These steps are run
separately for each
campus

Warnings are issued
adhoc in advance of
this final notice

Y

Student central

Create draft timetables
in CMIS by rolling
forward previous
year’s timetable

Save processed file
in another module of
CMIS as a back-up
in case the rooming
goes wrong

Identify a resolution to
the timetable or room
issue on CMIS

Update the timetable/
room on CMIS

NB: During rooming
ignore all errors and
resolve them at the
end

N

NB: mass e-mail,
received by all staff
and students on a
pre-set date via.
eCSIS

Issue
identified?
Y

Run autoroom –
programmed to
schedule the largest
groups first

E-mail the faculty
timetabler with the
potential solution

Manually resolve
timetabling clashes by
editing the booking
requirements until a fit is
found

Confirm completion
of rooming to
faculties

Week 0
Try to house events
which have gaps on
CMIS

Resolution of any
anomalies on CMIS

Request all
students and staff
check the contents
of their Google
calendars

Semester 1
week 0/1
Receive queries and
requests for
amendments

Make adhoc
amendments on CMIS
as needed

Receive notification
that the student
numbers for each
set/event have been
updated in CMIS

Transfer module
details from eCSIS to
CMIS dataset

Confirm to
the central timetabling
team that the module
detail transfer is
complete

Issue
identified?
(I.e. room now
too small)
Y

Run timetable
validation reports on
CMIS

Make changes to
allocations on CMIS to
resolve issue

E-mail Faculty
Timetabler to inform
them of the change

Is room
change at
short notice?

N
N

Put the extract from
TT CMIS into CMIS

NB: for Semester 2 the
same cycle is
repeated

Request
Tommy (OBIS)
provides actual
student numbers

E-mail
central timetabling to
confirm the
semester has been
changed on eCSIS

Update
module leader and
central timetabling to
let them know the
update has been made

Receive
e-mail notification
that eCSIS access is
suspended

Receive
request to transfer
module details from
eCSIS into CMIS
dataset

OBIS

Oxford Brookes University

N
NB: This step also includes some
data cleansing such as removing
one-off bookings, any rooms
which have now been taken out
of service and consolidation of
any fragmented module bookings

Send
timetable information
to outstanding
module leaders

Extract timetables
from CMIS into an
Excel document

Receive
e-mail request from
Central Timetabling
Team to transfer
actual student
numbers

NB: Ensure that
additional runs and
instances are
considered.
Get actual student
numbers from eCSIS
(after enrolment)

Notify the central
timetabling team that
the student numbers
have been updated

Y

Print a room change
sheet and place it on
the door of the
relevant room

